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Abstract
Algebraic graph transformations visually support intuition have a strong theoretical
basis and provide a formal implementation independent basis for the description of
discretely evolving computational systems and their formal and tractable analysis
Graph grammar models of concurrent systems petri nets actor systems have in
spired corresponding semantics developments Recently this led to the introduction
of partial orders of concurrent derivations concurrent computations A concurrent
derivation CDer abstracts from the sequential order of rule applications in the
sequential derivation and thus can be considered as a concurrent process Comple
mentary a morphism between two concurrent derivations expresses that the rst
is a computational approximation of the second In this paper we newly introduce
nondeterministic concurrent derivations CTrees as classes of concurrently equiv
alent sequential derivation trees Due to the fact that also innite computations are
represented by CTrees the category of all CTrees of a given graph grammar has a
nal object the concurrent counterpart of the whole sequential tree of the given
grammar which is approximated by all other CTrees We show that syntactical
morphisms between two graph grammars induce corresponding adjunction between
the corresponding semantic categories of CDers and CTrees respectively
The feasibility of a formalism is based essentially on the way in which
syntax and semantics are related Approaches to integrate both syntax and
semantics into a uniform framework are therefore particularly attractive and
theoretically rich Two prominent examples for this are Petri net processes
 and term algebras in algebraic specications  In this paper we con	
tribute to this aim by showing that the semantics of a graph grammar can
be described by one graph grammar representing all possible computations
that this grammar can perform Moreover there is a 
semantical adjunction
induced by 
syntactical morphisms
The investigations in this paper follow the single pushout 
SPO approach
in  Originally this was formulated for diernt classes of categories with par	

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tial morphisms Here we review it wrt dierent classes of graphinterpreted
or typed graphs  We then present the semantical categories of concur	
rent derivations and concurrent derivation trees respectively and establish a
relation between syntax and semantics of graph grammars
 Graphs Grammars and Sequential Derivations
In the algebraic approach graphs and graph morphisms are internally struc	
tured components of a suitable category When partial rather than total
graph morphisms are considered commutativity as the internal compatibility
of morphism components is replaced by a so	called weak commutativity Weak
commutativity is based on a certain factorization property 
span representa	
tion of partial morphisms 
see 
For a 
partial function f  A  B let f  A  dom
f and f  
dom
f B be its domain inclusion and the domain restriction 
span The
inverse of f is denoted by 
f

 Given functions a  A  A

 f  A  B
b  B  B

and f

 A

 B

 we write f

 a  b  f and say that the diagram
commutes weakly if f

 a  f  b  f 
Denition  A graph G  
V
G
 E
G
 s
G
 t
G
 consists of a set of vertices
V
G
 a set of edges E
G
 and total functions s
G
 t
G
 E
G
 V
G
called source
and target operations respectively A 
partial graph morphism g  G H
between graphs G and H is a tuple

g  
g
V
 g
E
 consisting of two partial
functions g
V
 V
G
 V
H
and g
E
 E
G
 E
H
which are weakly homomorph ie
V
G

g
V
V
H
E
G

g
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s
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s
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
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Fig  Weak Commutativity Requirement
g is called inclusion total injective or surjective if all components are in	
clusions total injective or surjective respectively Let G 
G
T
 denote the
category of all graphs and partial 
total graph morphisms
In the following denition the internal structure of a higher	order graph
is formulated wrt to the category G rather than Set
P
 This becomes possible
by carrying over the notion of weakly commuting diagrams from Set
P
to G

Analogously to functions there are inverse graph morphism and spans the
inverse of g  A  B denoted by 
g

 is dened componentwise and again
a graph morphism i g is injective The span of g consists of the graph
morphisms g  A dom
g and g  dom
g B note that g  g  
g



Note this nonstandard formulation is equivalent to the one given in 

This can be seen as a generalized comma category construction

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Denition  A graphinterpreted graph GiG G
T
is a triple G
T


G i
G
 T  where i
G
 G  T is a total graph morphism called the interpreta
tion of G in T  A GiG morphism g
t
 G
T
 G
T
between GiGs G
T


G i
G
 T and G
T
 
G i
G
 T is a pair of partial graph morphisms
g  G  G and t  T T such that t i
G
 i
G
 g g
t
is called inclusion
total injective or surjective if all components are inclusions total injective
or surjective respectively The category of all GiGs and partial 
total GiG	
morphisms is denoted by G


G

T

T T
G G
OO
i
G
OO
i
G

t

f

 
 
 
 
Fig  GraphInterpreted Graph Morphism f
t
	 G
T
 G
T
Let G


T 
G


T
T
 denote the restriction of G


G

T
 where all GiGs and
GiG	morphisms are interpreted into a xed G	graph T and its identity
Remark  This process of constructing higher	order graphs can be iter	
ated Let G

 G

T
 G


T and G


T
T
be the categories obtained when in the
preceeding denition the category G is replaced by G

 This means that a
G

	graph is a GiG	morphism 
a G

	interpreted	G

	graph and a G

	morphism
is a weakly commuting pair of GiG	morphisms
Theorem 	 Cocompleteness All the categories dened above are co
complete and colimits are preserved by the corresponding inclusion functors
from categories of partial to categories of total morphisms
These results are due to the fact that these can be considered as generalized
graph structure 
GGS categories 
 In the rest of the paper we will
formulate the denitions wrt a category C that can be any of the categories
above unless stated otherwise For a set X let X

denote the countable
sequences over X The length of s  X

is denoted by jsj  IN  fg s
may be considered as a partial function s  IN  X with domain dom
s 
fi  IN ji  jsjg Function application is denoted by s
i

Denition 
 ACrule is an injectivemorphismwhich is consuming ie not
total by default

A Cgraph grammarGG  
IN P  consists of an input
graph IN and a set of rules P  GG is called nite if IN and P are nite
A G

grammarmorphismbetween a G


T	grammarGG  
IN
T
 P
T

and a G


T	grammar GG  
IN
T
 P
T
 is a pair f
t
 
f
t
IN
 f
P
 consist	
ing of a G

	morphism f
t
IN
 
f
IN
 t  IN
T
 IN
T
and a total function
f
P
 P
T
 P
T
st  for all r
T
 P
T
 there is a G

	isomorphism
g  
g
L
 g
R
 st gL
t
 L
T
r
 L
tT
f
P
r
and gR
t
 R
T
r
 R
tT
f
P
r
are G

	
morphisms

By default ensures that inverse rules may also be considered as rules

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Let GraGra be the category of all G


T	grammars and all G

	grammar
morphisms
Remark  Again the denition of GiG	grammar morphisms is parametric
in the sense that may also be read wrt G

rather than G


A sequential derivation describes 
a sequential observation of a possible
computation of a given graph grammar A tree of derivation steps called

sequential derivation tree additionally captures a set of observations
Denition  Given a rule r  L  R a match m  L  IN of r in a
graph IN is a total morphism A derivation step d of a graph IN
d
 called
input of d with rule r
d
at match m
d
is a pushout IN
r

 OUT
m

 R of m
d
and r
d
 It is denoted by IN
d
r
d
 m
d
iOUT
d
 briey IN
d
diOUT
d
 OUT  r

and m

are called output graph corule and comatch resp
L
d

r
d

m
d

R
d

m

d
IN
d

r

d
OUT
d
Fig 
 Derivation Step
The set of all derivation steps using rules in GG is denoted by Steps
GG

The set of sequential derivations wrt GG is dened by SDer
GG
 f 
Steps

GG
j   or    IN

 IN and OUT

i
 IN

i
for all   i  jjg
If  is nite we dene the output graph as OUT

 OUT

jj

Graph elements related by morphism may intuitively be considered the
same Certain rule applications become equivalent then in the sense that their
order is irrelevant Such independent rule applications may then be consid	
ered as specic interleavings of actually parallel activities The corresponding
formal notion of parallel independence expresses the fact that two derivations
that do not overlap in items that are to be deleted by one of them Using this
notion we can dene a dependency relation between rules of a graph gram	
mar Let r
T
and r
T
be rules of a G


T	grammar GG Then the dependency
relation 
GG
associated to GG expresses the fact that if r
T

GG
r
T
then
there may be a sequential derivation  of GG in which a step using rule r
T
is
dependent of a step using rule r
T
 The existence of such a derivation depends
on the initial graph of the grammar GG and of the ways of rule application
Denition  Given a graph grammarGG  
IN
T
 P  wrt G


T 
G


T
Two derivation steps s  
Gr  miH and s  
Gr  miH are
parallel independent if r

m and r

m are total Otherwise they
are parallel dependent
Let r
T
 r
T
 P  s  
T 
r

 i
R
iH and s  
T r  i
L
iH be
derivation steps of GG Then r
T
 r
T
i s is parallel dependent of s The

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Fig  Parallel Independence
dependency relation of GG denoted by 
GG
 is the reexive and transitive
closure of 
 Concurrent Derivations and Derivation Trees
Only recently true concurrency semantics for algebraic graph grammars have
been proposed in  and  Both approaches provide partial orders of 
con	
currently equivalent sequential derivations Two sequential derivations are
considered equivalent only if they are isomorphic 
renamed or their consti	
tuting derivation steps show a dierent interleaving 
order In  such classes
have explicitly been represented by so	called concurrent derivations The ba	
sic idea of a concurrent derivation is to glue all the intermediate graphs oc	
curring in a sequential derivation without losing the participating rules and
their matches This gluing leads to a so	called core graph which is categori	
cally obtained from a colimit construction The input graph and the rules of
derivation steps of the sequential derivation can be thus considered as inter	
preted in terms of the core graph A concurrent derivation then consists of the
interpreted input graph and the set of interpreted rules from the participating
derivation steps called actions
Denition  Let GG be a G


T	grammar

i Given a step s  Steps
GG
 we dene the stepcore of s as core
s 

IO in out constructed as follows 
a Construct pushout 
 of L
s
r
s


dom
r
s

r
s

 R
s
 
b This leads to a factorization of r
s
 
aR
s


 aL
s
 Thus
we can decompose s 
the derivation step into the pushouts 
 and 
 As

aR
s


is injective the pushout morphism 
out

is also injective and can
be inverted giving raise to the morphism out
domr
s

yy
K
k
r
s

s
s
s
s
s
s


r
s

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
S

r
s



aL
s
L
L
L
L
L
L


m
s
R
s

m

s
xx

aR
s
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
LR
 

m

s

aR
s


q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
IN
s

r

s


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s
L
L
L
L
L
L
OUT
s
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q
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q
q
q
q
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
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

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
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
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



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
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D
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D
D
D
D
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


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




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
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Fig  StepCore and Core Structure

ii Given a sequential derivation   SDer
GG
 let inout
  
core

i

idom

be the diagram containing all cores of steps of  Then the colimit Core
 

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C cin
i
 c
i
 cout
i

idom
is called the core structure of  Each colimit mor	
phism c
i
is called core morphism and the colimit graph C is called core
graph

iii the concurrent derivation K  
IN
C
 A
C
 wrt  written  K is
dened as follows

IN
C
is the G

	graph cin

id
T
 IN
T
 C
T


A
C
is a set of rules in G


C given by A
C
 fL
C
j
r
C
j
 R
C
j
j j  dom
g For
each a  
L
C
r
C
 R
C
  A
C
we dene pre
K
a
 i
L
 r
K
a
 r post
K
a
 i
R
called
precondition rule and postcondition of a respectively
The sets of all concurrent derivations obtainable from SDer
GG
is denoted
by CDer
GG
 The length of a concurrent derivation K is dened by jKj 
card
A
C

	
A concurrent derivation can be seen as a graph grammar it consists of a
start graph and of a set of actions that can be considered as rules in the cate	
gory G


C
T
 A concurrent derivation can be seen as a deterministic unfolding
of a graph grammar and the double	typing mechanism provides a unique way
of relating a concurrent derivation and the grammar
If we consider a concurrent derivation as a graph grammar we get an asso	
ciated dependency relation that in this case have a special meaning Using the
notion of parallel independence one can check whether two consecutive steps
within a derivation could have been applied in the opposite order 
by nding
a step that is equivalent to the second step and parallel independent of the
rst step However it is not a trivial task to check whether two arbitrary
steps in a sequential derivation are or not independent Contrastingly the
construction of a concurrent derivation makes the 
independencies between
steps explicit It holds that two steps 
actions s and s of a concurrent
derivation K are sequentially independent s 
K
s if and only if there is a
sequentialization


in which s depends on s That means that in the case of
concurrent derivations the dependency relation describes a sequential order
on steps and this order is in fact a partial order For a proof of the following
proposition see 
Proposition  Given a graph grammar GG  
IN
T
 P
T
 wrt G


T
let   SDer
GG
and K  
IN
C
 A
C
 st   K Then a K is a graph
grammar wrt G


T and 
K
is a wellfounded partial order b there is
a canonical relationship between GG and K given by V
C

IN
C
  IN
T

A

	 P  where A

 fV
C

aja  A
C
g where V
C
 G


C
T
  G


T is a
functor that forgets the type C
The partial order 
K
associated to a concurrent derivation K describes
the concurrency potential of this derivation all steps that are not related

If a concurrent derivation if nite we could also add a third component to it namely
the output graph OUT
K
 OUT



A sequentialization of a concurrent derivation K is a sequential derivation of K where
the doubletyping C
T
is reduced to T via a forgetful functor V
C
 G

C
T
	 G

T	

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by K are considered independent and may thus occur in parallel Concurrent
derivations can thus be used as a basis for a concurrency semantics of graph
grammars Categories of derivations are obtained by complementing these
sets of derivations with suitable morphisms representing the fact that one
derivation is a prex 
an approximation of a second Categories of concur	
rent derivations are thin ie they represent a partial order of computations
By identifying isomorphic derivations we obtain a category of abstract com	
putations representing a partial order of abstract computations If we consider
only nite computations the category of abstract derivations was shown to be
a nitary prime algebraic partial order 
 By using a corresponding result
in  this can equivalently be expressed by a prime event structure

For a
proof of the well	denedness of the following denition we refer to 
Denition  letK and K

be graph grammars wrt G


T A concurrent
derivation morphism f
c
 K  K

is a graph grammar morphism st
f
c
IN
 
id
id
T
IN
 c
id
T
 c is injective f
P

r
C
  r
C
and for all a  A
K

 b  A
K

a 
K

f
P

b
 a  f
P

A
K

LetGG  
IN P  be a G


T	graph grammar The concurrency seman
tics CDer
GG
of GG is given by the category having as objects all concurrent
derivations wrt GG and all concurrent derivation morphisms between them
as morphisms 
it is a subcategory of GraGra


The abstract concurrent semantics ACDer
GG
of GG is the quotient
category of CDer
GG
consisting of isomorphism classes of objects and morphisms
respectively
Theorem 	 Let g  GG  GG

be an injective G

grammar morphism be
tween nite G

grammars with isomorphic input graphs Then there is an ad
junction between the deterministic semantics with left adjoint T
g
 ACDer
GG

ACDer
GG

and right adjoint C
g
 ACDer
GG
and ACDer
GG


Proofsketch This adjunction is induced by an adjunction T
g
 C
g
between the

non	abstract deterministic semantics The functor T
g
 CDer
GG
 CDer
GG

T ranslates each GG	derivation K into a GG

	derivation K along g the core
graph of K is C
T
obtained from prolongating the core graph C
T
of K
along the interpretation part of g The rules of K are the rules assigned via
g
P
 Their pre	 and post	conditions are given by some isomorphism and the
pre	 and postconditions of the corresponding rules in K
The functor C
g
 CDer
GG

 CDer
GG
Cuts each GG

	derivation K into a
GG	derivation K along 
g

 The idea is to nd the greatest subset of all
actions with rules having preimages under g and which are closed wrt the
sequential dependency relation between actions In  it was shown that there
is an essentially unique subderivation and a corresponding concurrent deriva	
tion morphism having the selected actions as its image The interpretation of
the core graph can then be adapted wrt 
g

 Informally this means that

Note that prime event structures are not able to capture fairness considerations Hence
in  the partial order semantics has been preferred it was possible to exclude certain
unfair innite	 derivations from the semantic domain	

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C
g
cuts a concurrent derivations to the greatest subderivation which can be
simulated by GG
Two concurrent derivations which do not have a common superderivation
must contain activities which exclude each other ie which are in conict
Only one of these processes may actually occur The corresponding choice
is non	deterministic Thus representing these two computations in a single
object means to introduce non	deterministic processes into the semantics One
way to obtain them would have been to replay the construction of concurrent
derivations for derivation trees rather than sequential derivations Here we use
a more ecological way based on a gluing construction of concurrent derivations
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Fig  Concurrent Derivation Tree
Denition 
 Given a G


T	grammar GG  
IN P  and a set of concur	
rent derivations D 	 CDer
GG
we dene

i a G


Y	grammar GGY  
IN
Y
 A
Y
 with input graph IN
Y
 y and
rules
A
Y
 f 
 y
K
 pre
K
a
 r
K
a
 y
K
 post
K
a
 j a  A
K
K  D g
where 
Y IN
y
 YC
K
y
K
 Y 
KD
is the colimit of the 
G


T	diagram

IN  IN
K
in
C
K
 Y 
KD
 and

ii a G


Z	grammarGGZ  
IN
Z
 A
Z
 with input graph IN
Z
 z and rules
A
Z
 f 
 z  pre
GGY
a
 r
GGY
a
 z  post
GGY
a
 j a  A
GGY
g
where 
ZC
K
z
K
 Z Y
z
 Z
KD
is the colimit of the 
G


T	diagram

C
K
f
Y
K
 Y 
KDf
Y
K
Mor
Y
K
and Mor
Y
K
 f f  K  GGY j f is concurrent
derivation morphism g
GGZ is called a concurrent derivation tree or a nondeterministic con
current derivation of D The subcategory of GraGra

consisting of all con	
current derivation trees obtainable from GG and all concurrent derivation
morphisms is denoted by CTree
GG
 Let ACTree
GG
be the quotient category
consisting of isomorphism classes of objects 
abstract non	deterministic con	
current derivations and morphisms respectively
Theorem  The concurrent derivation tree obtained from the set of all con
current derivations is nal in ACTree
GG


Korff and Ribeiro
Proodea Based on the universal properties of colimit morphims this is en	
sured by the construction 
Note the category ACTree
GG
is also thin
The 
abstract nal object is the possibly non	terminating computation
which can intuitively be described as the concurrent equivalent of the full tree
of sequential derivations
Theorem  Let g  GG  GG

be an injective G

grammar morphism be
tween nite G

grammars with isomorphic input graphs Then there is an ad
junction between the deterministic semantics with left adjoint T
g
 ACDer
GG

ACDer
GG

and right adjoint C
g
 ACDer
GG
and ACDer
GG


The proof generalizes the functors provided for Theorem 
 Conclusion
Concurrent derivations describe concurrent computations of a grammar ie
its processes Morphisms model prex relationsie computational approxi	
mations between these Thus the partial order of concurrent derivations 
given
by the category ACDer dened in  yields a suitable description of the con	
current behaviour of a graph grammar A related approach following the
DPO	approach based on sets of nite deterministic processes was presented
in 
In this paper we showed that morphisms between graph grammars in	
duce an adjunction between their corresponding semantical categories 
par	
tial orders establishing a connection between syntax and process semantics of
graph grammars Moreover we showed how the non	deterministic processes
of a grammar can be obtained from deterministic ones This construction
gave raise to a process that describes all computations of a graph grammar
and is itself a graph grammar A relationship between this process and its
originating grammar is canonically induced
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